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bjectives Of This Presentation

Define particle therapy and its role in radiation therapy

To recapitulate the basic physics and radiobiology related to particle therapy

To understand the differences between conventional therapy and particle thera

Brief online of particle therapy delivery systems

mportance of understanding the uncertainties in particle therapy

To discuss the advances and benefits that particle therapy provides compared w
conventional photon radiation therapy

To compare protons vs carbon ion therapy

troduction

The goal of radiation therapy is to deliver as large a dose possible to cancer cell
while avoiding radiation to nearby normal cells

To achieve this, photon therapy requires multiple beams exposing normal tissue
high volumes of low doses of radiation: limitation of radiation dose escalation

Particle therapy has the ability to reduce the exposure of normal tissues beyond
targeted cells

troduction

Heavy ion therapy is a novel technique of high precision external radiotherapy.
t yields a better perspective for tumor cure of radio-resistant tumors

e advantages of using heavy ion therapy are:

Higher tumor dose and improved sparing of normal tissue in the entrance chann
More precise concentration of the dose in the target volume with steeper gradie
o the normal tissue
Higher radiobiological effectiveness for tumors which are radio-resistant during
onventional therapy
hese properties make it possible to treat radio-resistant tumors with great succ
including those in close vicinity to critical organs

The term “heavy ions” is used here for ions heavier than helium ions. The prim
ationale for radiotherapy with heavy charged particles is the sharp increase of d
n a well-defined depth (Bragg peak) and the rapid dose fall-off beyond that
maximum

eavy Particle Radiotherapy

avy ion beams are defined as radiation that is obtained by accelerating charged nuclei heavier than protons.

ong various types of ion beams, carbon ion beams in particular are used for cancer therapy

e maximum energy can be spread out, making it possible for a single beam to

cover the target three dimension

ey are considered to have the most balanced, ideal properties due to their potential ability of selective irradiatio
nsive killing effects on cancers

e interaction of radiation with matter

The type and strength of the interaction of radiation with matter depends on the
kind of radiation

Directly Ionising radiation: High-energy charged particles that directly cause
onisation in the medium

ndirectly Ionising Radiation: Neutral particles (Photons or Neutrons) that set
charged particles the medium into motion which then go on to cause ionisation
the medium

ygen Effect: Basic concepts

onising radiation creates ion pairs in water
(Indirect action; direct action creates ion pairs in DNA)

on pairs in water reacts with molecules to form free radical R (nanoseconds)

Free radicals are eliminated by sulfhydryl containing free radical scavengers, su
as Glutathione GSH (microseconds)

Oxygen reacts with free radicals in DNA to form peroxides ROO which cannot be
easily repaired (Oxygen Fixation)

Oxygen increases the indirect effect of ionising radiation if it is present during or
within microseconds after irradiation

t does not matter what the oxygen concentration is seconds pre- or postrradiation

ygen Fixation Hypothesis

ow much oxygen is needed for oxygen effect

The Oxygen Effect operates at very low concentrations of O2

.001 % O2 (0.008 mm Hg): Fully anoxic, no oxygen effect

.05 % 02 (4 mm Hg): Half oxygen effect
% 02 (16 mm Hg): Full oxygen effect, no significant difference with further increase of O2

Oxygen level for comparison

.13 % O2 (1 mm Hg): Fully hypoxic tissue

- 5 % O2 (20-40 mm Hg): Venous blood

- 13 % O2 (60- 100 mm Hg): Arterial blood

0 % O2 (150 mm Hg): Room air

ygen Enhancement Ratio (OER)

Ratio of doses that achieve the same biological endpoint (such as cell survival)

Clinically relevant OER (for megavoltage photons) is around 3 (2.5- 3.5).
In order
kill as many cells as 2 Gy of Co-60 under normoxic conditions, you would need 6 Gy under
hypoxic conditions

OER is greater at high fraction size (-3.5) compared to low fraction size (-2.5)

mall fractions: survival curve is dominated by most sensitive cells (G2/M) which have (Lowest OER)

arge fractions: survival curve is dominated by most resistant cells (S) (highest OER)

his behaviour is the opposite of RBE

ygen Enhancement Ratio (OER)

OER varies depending on the type of radiation:

Damage from low LET radiation is mostly mediated by indirect action and has a large OER (-3)

High LET radiation causes more damage through direct action, which is NOT oxygen dependent
OER -1)

elative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

Ratio of doses that achieve the same biological endpoint

Standard radiation may be defined as 250 kVp X-rays (Hall & Giaccia)
or Co-60 (as in Cobalt Gray Equivalent). At an RBE of 3, you need 3 Gy of standa
radiation to achieve the same cell kill as 1 Gy of test radiation

RBE is usually measured by acute effects, does not predict late effects (big prob
for neutron irradiation)

RBE varies by cell type: radioresitant cells are resistant to standard radiation, so
the RBE of high LET radiation increases

elative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

RBE is greatest at a small fraction size:

mall fractions: Repair predominates for standard radiation, but is ineffective for high-LET radiat

arge fraction: Repair is overwhelmed even with standard radiation

his behaviour is the opposite of OER (OER is greatest with large fraction sizes)

near Energy Transfer (LET)

Measure of interaction between a particle and a medium

Amount of energy that the article deposits in local ionisations per unit path leng

LET increases with the particle’s charge (Q2)

LET decrease with particle’s velocity (1/Q2)

LET increases with medium’s density

LET decreases with the medium’s atomic number (Z)

near Energy Transfer (LET)

pical LET for different forms of radiation

egavoltage X, Gamma, e: 0.2- 0.5 keV/µm

st protons: 0.5 keV/µm

ovoltage X, Gamma: 2- 4 keV/µm

ow protons: -5 keV/µm

st neutrons and alphas: -100 keV/µm

avy ions (carbon etc): 200- 1000 keV/µm

elationship between LET, RBE and OER

LET is a measure of how densely ionising a radiation beam is

As LET increases, RBE increases until it reaches a peak at 100 keV/µm

Decreased repair due to high density of ionisations

ncreased direct action, less oxygen dependent

100 keV/µm corresponds to one ionisation per 2 nm, which is the diameter of a DNA
strand (optimal LET for cell killing)

After 100 keV/µm, RBE decreases with LET: A single particle deposits much more ene

than is required to kill a cell. Therefore, it kills less cells per absorbed dose (Overkill eff

OER strictly decreases as LET increases

elationship between LET, RBE and OER

BE And OER Of Various Radiation Types

teraction Of radiation With matter

Overview

nteraction of electromagnetic radiation with matter: outline

nteraction of particulate radiation with matter: a little detail

teraction Of Electromagnetic Radiation With Matter

Electromagnetic Radiation: Photons. They have both electrical and magnetic
properties and are not deflected by either electric or magnetic fields

Coherent Scatter

Photoelectric Effect

Compton Scatter

Pair Production

riplet production

Photonucleear Disintegration

teractions Of Particulate Radiation With Matter

Particulate radiation has a definite RANGE which is approximately how far they
travel in a medium before stopping

arged and Uncharged Particles

Charged particles can directly interact with electrons and nuclei, through coulomb
nteractions. Therefore they are directly ionising and are generally less penetrating than
uncharged particles

Uncharged particles cannot interact through coulombic forces so they are indirectly
onising. Heavy uncharged particles are more likely to interact with nuclei than with
electrons, and they are relatively more penetratin

teractions Of Particulate Radiation With Matter

ht and Heavy Particles

Light particles are particles with a mass similar to electrons (basically just electr
and positrons)

Due to their mass, they change directions (scatter) very easily: Path length is mu
onger than range!

Heavy particles are significantly heavier than electrons

Due to their mass, they travel in a nearly straight line!

ow Do Charged Particles Interact?

Unlike photons, charged particle are directly ionising

Charged particles have a variable velocity (Photons always move at the speed of light):
Velocity and energy are directly related to each other

PARTICLES GRADUALLY LOSE ENERGY as they interact with the medium (This is in cont
to Attenuation, decreasing the number of photons in the beam, without changing the
energy of individual photons)

Photons will undergo multiple scatterings and
in a random fashion that will decrease the n

Protons and other particles will have
paths that decrease in energy as the
interact with more atoms through coulo
forces but gradually they will slow dow
and eventually come to a stop

pes Of Collision

stic Collision

Kinetic energy and momentum are both conserved

Energy is transferred between the particle and the medium

All the energy is kept in the form of motion

lastic Collision

Kinetic energy and momentum are not conserved

Particle transfers energy to the medium and slows down

This energy may be released as a photon, or it may be transferred to an electron (causi
onisation)

eavy Charged Particle Interactions

These principles are the same for protons and heavy ions

lastic Collision with Electrons

As a heavy charged particle speeds through a medium, its positive charge attracts
thousands of orbiting electrons

Some electrons are merely excited, others are ionised

Each interaction slows the charged particle a little. As it slows, it is more likely to intera
with both electrons and nucleus

The charged particle is very heavy, so it does not change direction appreciably

Proton is speeding by an electron
orbital and sucks an electron right off it
orbital causing ionisation.
Every time it does this, it slows down a
little and ultimately creates havoc

agg’s Peak

As a charged particle is slowed down by the interactions in the medium, it intera
more and more (higher LET) until it finally stops

The burst of energy released around the stop point is known as Bragg’s Peak

pread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP)

When a beam of monoenergetic heavy charged particles enters the patient body
he depth-dose distribution is characterized by a relatively low dose in the entran
egion (plateau) near the skin and a sharply elevated dose at the end of the rang
Bragg peak)

To treat an extended target, the Bragg peak is spread out to cover the required
volume by modulating the energy of the particles to form a spread-out Bragg pea
SOBP)

chnical Aspects of Charged Particle Therapy

Beam production with Cyclotrons and Synchrotron

Beam-Delivery System (Gantries)

Beam Application System
Passive Beam Shaping
Active Beam Shaping

Patient Positioning

Treatment planning

Biological Modeling

rticle Accelerators

Cyclotron or Synchrotron?

Cyclotrons create a higher dose rate with a uniform intensity

Synchrotrons achieve a continuously variable energy

Although cyclotrons are reliable, compact, and easy to operate; synchrotrons ha
the ability to generate the energies needed to treat the patient

Extraction of required energy eliminates the need of energy degraders downstre

Energy degraders ▶︎extra interaction with the pencil beam ▶︎increased creation of secondary
neutrons ▶︎increase in the amount of shielding needed near the beam exit

Disadvantage of synchrotron is complex system needed to extract the precise
energy

n addition, the current is less than a cyclotron, producing longer treatment time

eam Production

A proton beam of 150 MeV can penetrate 16 cm in water, the same radiological
depth is achieved with carbon ions of 3000 MeV or 250 MeV/u (energy per nucl

o accelerate particles to such high energies, synchrotrons are better suited tha
yclotrons

o inject the ions into a synchrotron ring, they have to be accelerated first in a lin
accelerator (Linac) injector to several MeV/u

Such a Linac consists of a radiofrequency cavity and a drift tube and has severa
meters length

eam Delivery Systems (Gantries)

Experience with charged particle therapy has been acquired in the past mainly i
research laboratories using horizontal beam lines

n RT, the success of treatment is strongly related to the possibility of applying t
beam to the target volume using multiple fields

The freedom to apply the beam on a gantry that rotates around a patient offers
significant advantages

To validate the outcome of charged particle as compared with conventional
radiation, it is necessary to apply both modalities at the same level of complexit

tient Positioning

Due to the high spatial accuracy that is achievable with ion beams, patient fixati
and positioning requires special attention

Patient fixation is usually achieved with individually prepared mask systems or
whole-body moulds

Highest accuracy during the initial positioning can be achieved by the use of
stereotactic methods

Prior to every fraction, the position is verified using X-ray imaging in treatment
position

The X-ray images are compared against digitally reconstructed radiographs
obtained from the treatment planning CT

eam Delivery Systems (Gantries)

The major drawback of gantries for charged particle is the enormous size and
weight of the rotating structure supporting the beam

AN ISOCENTRIC GANTRY FOR CARBON ION IS EXPECTED TO HAVE A WEIGHT OF
ABOUT 600 TONS AND A DIAMETER OF 13 METERS

The enormous size and weight of such gantry together with high spatial accurac
required for the beam position at the isocenter is probably the reason why no
gantry has been built up to now

nstead of flexible beam delivery systems: Fixed inclined beam lines (Japan)

Another possibility is to move the patient rather than the beam: treatment chair
and holds that can be rotated around the patient’s longitudinal axis are availab

eam Application Systems

Two principle methods to shape the beam and thus to tailor the dose to the targ
volume

Passive beam shaping (Passively scattered particles)

Active beam shaping (Pencil beam scanning particles)

ssive beam shaping

st method to develop, most commonly used
Depth dose of monoenergetic beam is modulated by variable degrader. Modulator is designed t
d a predefined dose profile
To move the modulated Bragg peak (SOBP) to the desired radiologic depth, an additional range
fter is needed (homogenous plastic plates)
Small size beam has to be spread out laterally to cover the whole target homogeneously. achiev
her by a double scattering system or by a magnetic wobbling system that moves the beam over
ined area
Lateral extent of each treatment field is adapted by using a collimator
Compensator is used to account for tissue inhomogeneities
Smearing is a process that modifies the compensa
design to take into account the internal motion of th
tumour and setup uncertainties

Disadvantages:
Depth dose can only be tailored to the distal end of
target but not to the proximal end because
compensator shift the SOBP towards entrance regi
A considerable amount of high dose region (and hi
LET region) is therefore located in the normal tissu

tive Beam Shaping (PBS)

System takes advantage of electrical charge of particles to produce tightly focused pencil beam

This beam is deflected laterally by 2 magnetic dipoles to allow a scanning of the beam over the
reatment field

When the beam is produced by synchrotrons, the energy can be switched from pulse to pulse to
adapt the range of particle in the tissue. Hence, target volume can be scanned in 3 dimensions
he dose distribution can be tailored to any irregular shape without any passive absorbers or pa
specific devices, like compensators or collimators

High dose region can also be conformed to proximal end

o types of PBS
Uniform Scanning: Uniform dose distribution
throughout the tumour with each beam, each
beam could treat the tumour to the full dose if
treated independently
Nonuniform Scanning: Nonuniform dose per beam
to make the composite dose uniform. Similar
modulation technique to IMRT

eatment Planning: TPS for Active Beam Shaping

Research TPS developed at GSI (Gesselschaft fur Schwerionenforschung) in
Darmstadt, Germany

Combination of a versatile graphical user interface for RT planning, called VIRTU
and a program called TRiP (Treatment planning for particles)

Dose calculation for active beam shaping systems is very similar to the pencil b
models used for conventional photon therapy

eatment Planning: TPS for Passive Beam Shaping

For the passive depth-dose shaping system, the depth dose profile is fixed by th
modulator hardware throughout the irradiation field and no further optimisation
necessary

Algorithm is very similar to that used in conventional photon therapy

Beam transport models are relatively simple:

Lateral scattering of carbon ions is very small
Lateral penumbra of the primary beam is preserved almost completely in depth

The radiologic depth of a proton or ion beam in tissue is calculated by using an
empirical relation between radiograph CT numbers and measured particle rang
which is valid for all tissues but not for material with high Z values, such as met
implants

eatment Planning Uncertainties

Range uncertainties

Relative biologic effectiveness

Setup errors

External edge effects

nternal edge effects

Anatomic change

mparing Protons and carbon Ions: Physical Characteristics

Both provide superior dose distribution compared with most advanced photon
technology

Advantage of particle is based on finite range in tissue

Depth of penetration depend on initial energy of the beam and composite of the
tissue

Bragg’s peak

Because of nuclear interactions of carbon ions with atoms of the irradiated tissu
fragmentations of carbon ion occurs. Most of these fragments are low energy io
of boron, beryllium, lithium, and helium

Some of these deposit their energy beyond the range of range of C12 in the so
called fragmentation tail

netration Depth Can Be Varied According To Ion Energy

sential,
choice of the heavier ion beam becomes important

llimated and other uncollimated ; whereas, the Bragg peak is much suppressed
the collimated proton beam

mparing Protons and carbon Ions: Biological Characteristics

Generally, higher the mass of charged particle, the higher the rate of energy los
while penetrating tissue

Thus the LET is higher for carbon ions compared with protons

Clinical proton beams are low LET with comparable RBE to photons

Recommended RBE for proton therapy of ICRU is 1.10

RBE of carbon ion ranges between 3- 5

ncreasing the dose per fraction leads to lower RBE of the tumour and the norm
tissue. Nevertheless, the RBE of tumour decreases more slowly than the RBE of
normal tissue

Hence, hypofractionated carbon ion treatment is often used to spare the organ
risk while escalating the dose to the tumour

oton vs Carbon Ion DNA Damage

Locally correlated DNA
damage can only be
produced by increasing the
macroscopic dose

Many electron tracks are
produced that cause locally
multiply damage tracks
within the DNA

n Beams Kill Hypoxic Cells More

mparing Protons and carbon Ions: Technical Characteristics

Currently, most of the centers are using passive techniques with modulators,
collimators, and compensators to spread out protons and carbon ions

Passive beam delivery is relatively easy for planning and quite robust in treatme
of moving target

However, dose to normal tissues in entrance path is higher than with active
techniques: higher risk of secondary malignancies

Active beam

nical Aspects

Carbon ions have similar physical properties as protons but additionally offer a
higher biological effectiveness in specific tumour types

Since RBE is different for different biologic endpoints and for different tissues,
radiobiological aspects are of high relevance

Carbon ion RT offers the highest ratio of RBE values between the Bragg peak an
the plateau for tumours with a ow intrinsic radio sensitivity against conventiona
photon RT (low ⍺/β ratio in the cell survival curve and a pronounced shoulder of
curves indicating a high repair capacity)

RBE values of carbon ion might also be high for normal tissue structures in clos
vicinity to the irradiated tumours that fulfil the same biological criteria and have
be included in the target volume for oncological regions

nical Aspects

ow RBE values for carbon ion RT is assumed in tumour cells showing good response to photon
ndicated by high ⍺/β ratios of the cell survival curves

aking into account radiobiological aspects, the highest benefit of carbon ion RT in the form of
ncreased biological effect and minimum toxicity can be expected for tumours relatively
adioresistant to photon RT, which are located within sensitive normal tissues

On the other hand, it may be disadvantageous in the treatment of radio responsive tumours loc
n relatively radioresistant tissue

Potential indications for carbon ion RT may be therefore:

hordomas

hondrosarcomas

alignant salivary tumours with high RBE values

ostate Cancer

ng cancer

one and soft tissue sarcoma

nical Aspects

Because of higher conformal beam delivery with particles, a dose escalation to
tumour can potentially be performed without exposing the adjacent organs at ri
to higher doses

Thus, a prospective randomised trial comparing photons and particles with the
same delivered dose is not realizable

Compared with photon therapy, a lower integral dose to the normal tissue and a
ower neutron exposure to the whole body by using particles are assumed

ummary

The physical selectivity of ion beams is comparable to, or better than, the best
LET therapy techniques. The penumbra is narrow and the dose ratio between t
SOBP and entrance plateau is better than with the best low LET radiation
(protons). Nuclear fragmentation of the ion beams is a potential disadvantage
because some energy is deposited beyond the Bragg peak. However, this aspe
probably not clinically significant because the dose is low and the fragments ar
lower LET particles

The LET in the ion beam, and consequently the RBE, increases with depth, and
this increases the ratio of the biologically weighted doses between the SOBP an
the entrance plateau. The RBE is comparable to neutrons, but the physical dos
selectivity is vastly improved for ions

ummary

At the level of the SOBP, where the PTV is located, high LET makes heavy ion
beams specifically effective for the treatment of some tumour types that are
resistant to low LET radiation

After fractionated irradiation, there is reduced possibility for repair for cells in t
PTV located in the SOBP, because the LET is highest there. In contrast, the norm
tissues located outside the SOBP, in the entrance plateau region, are exposed
lower LET radiation and thus may benefit from an increased repair opportunity.
Therefore, from a radiobiological point of view, fractionation in ion therapy shou
bring a significant advantage and should be exploited. It is recognized, howeve
that this radiobiological advantage may be balanced by the advantage of reduc
treatment times to reduce the effect of tumour cell repopulation and also by so
economic consideration

rticle Therapy statistics

ummary

